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**Clinton's Arctic Comments Cheer Inuits.** Inuit groups and supporters of the Arctic Council expressed support for U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's comments that Canada should have included indigenous groups and other nations with Arctic interests in meetings held this week in Quebec. Their hope is that Clinton's comments will limit the effectiveness of the "Arctic Five" and reassert the importance of the Arctic Council.  > *full story*

**Acidification Threatens Ocean Ecosystem** - (March 31, 2010) -- Acidification of the oceans as a result of increasing levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide is having significant effects on marine ecosystems. Science Daily > *full story* For a recent story on ocean acidification in Alaska see: ScienceDaily > *full story*.  
Listen to a podcast from a recent *Alaska Center for Climate and Health* (ACCAP) presentation on acidification with Dr. Jeremy Mathis: *Listen here.*
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